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 “To manage fish and wildlife resources for their
long-term well being and the benefit of people.”
 Goal (end result of the mission): “To provide 

healthy resources for safe, satisfied 
customers.”

***Public Trust Doctrine

FWC Mission



FWC Structure
 Commission
 Seven members (Commissioners)
 Appointed by Governor, confirmed by Legislature
 Hold 5 regularly scheduled meetings annually

 Staff
 Executive Director
 Work for the Commission in accomplishing mission
 Regulations, research and outreach functions



Powers and Duties of the FWC
 Responsible for exercising regulatory and 

executive powers of the state with respect to all 
wild animal life, fresh water aquatic life, and 
marine life

 Rule making powers granted by s. 9, Art. IV of the 
Constitution of Florida
 Rulemaking accomplished through Commission 

meetings
 Commission considers many factors in the 

rulemaking process including biological, socio-
economic, and cultural issues



Division of Marine Fisheries 
Management (DMFM)
 Recommend management options for Commission 

consideration on marine resources
 Evaluate fisheries stock assessments, fisheries 

data, public input, and management theories to 
advise rulemaking

 Trap Retrieval
 Artificial reef deployment 

and funding
 Outreach/education



Area of Jurisdiction
FWC regulations are in effect for all State waters
 3 miles from shore on the Atlantic coast
 9 miles from shore on the Gulf

FWC regulations extend into 
federal waters for some:
 black drum
 bluefish
 bonefish
 mullet 
 snook
 spotted seatrout
 spiny lobster
 marine life

Gulf of Mexico

Atlantic 
Ocean

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission (or FWC) regulates saltwater fishing in state waters. State waters extend out 3 miles from shore on the Atlantic coast and 9 miles on the Gulf coast. Beyond that boundary (shown here in bright blue), fishing is regulated by NOAA Fisheries (also known as NMFS). Having said that, there are particular species for which NOAA does not have a management plan in place, meaning those species are completely unregulated in federal waters. When that is the case, the Magnuson-Stevens Act gives states the authority to extend their regulations into federal waters. Thus, our state regulations for several species actually extend into federal waters. These species include black drum, bluefish, bonefish, mullet, snook and spotted seatrout, as well as queen conch and ornamental aquarium trade species. We are also currently undergoing the rulemaking process to extend state regulations for permit, Florida pompano and African pompano into federal waters, and there are plans to consider extending our regulations for a few other species, in order to provide additional protection for these species and improve law enforcement capabilities. 



Threats to Coral Reef Ecosystem
Four areas identified by SEFCRI:

1. Lack of Awareness and Appreciation

2. Land-Based Sources of Pollution

3. Coastal Construction Impacts

4. Fishing, Diving, and Other Uses

 Harvest of reef-inhabiting species
 Indirect effects of fishing on coral reefs



Stock Management
 Size limits
 Bag limits
 Fishing seasons
 Spawning season closures
 Vulnerability closures (ex: cold water 

aggregations in snook – closed Dec. through 
Feb. each year)



Gear Management

 Managed statewide whenever possible
 Implemented to sustain fisheries and habitats
 Examples:
 Spearing regulations
 Natural bait on a treble hook prohibited
 Circle hook requirements in Gulf
 Net regulations – cast nets, seines, etc.
 Others – explosives and chemicals prohibited



Spatial Management
 Important to recognize that not all MPAs are no take zones
 Several areas closed to specific gear types, anchoring, etc. 

to protect vulnerable habitats
 Can also be done to protect important areas of fishery
 “Special Permit Zone” implemented in 2012 to protect large 

permit in south Florida
 Minimum size limit 22 inches, rather than 11 inch 

statewide
 Managed by zone, not                                                          

by stock
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Presentation Notes
Spatial zoning occurs to protect either habitat, species, or both. It is important to recognize that marine protected areas are not synonymous with no take reserves. There are many zoning strategies that can be done to accomplish the goal of achieving either greater habitat protection or higher species abundance or size. 



Spatial Management in Florida
Dry Tortugas Research Natural Area

 Commission approved based on strong scientific evidence that this 
closed area would provide essential protection to spawning 
aggregations that supply a major component of juvenile reef fish to 
SE and SW FL

 Commission required a science monitoring plan, MOU, and periodic 
updates to demonstrate the need/efficacy of the no-take zone

Biscayne National Park
 Highly contentious, long road – 10+ years in the making
 Led to congressional hearing in 2012
 Main issue is public access – Commission has historically been 

opposed to restricting access to fishing unless other less restrictive 
measures have been tried and failed



Monitoring
 High-profile species: stock assessments
 Other (136) species: annual status and trends 

report
 majority stable or increasing – only two 

(sheepshead and sea cucumbers) decreasing 
status



The Workplan
 The basis for marine fisheries rulemaking activities for 

the upcoming year
 Items are categorized by a high, medium and low 

priorities
 Some items require work over multiple years
 Items are typically placed on the Commission agenda 

by priority 



Horseshoe crab 
Blackfin tuna 
Unregulated marine  

species
Fishery Strategic Plans
Marine life recreational sale
FL Threatened species 

plans 

HIGH MEDIUM LOW
Gulf black sea bass  
Wingnets and TEDs
Consistency of back logged   

federal items
Agency Strategic Planning

Mullet
Dolphin
Gulf flounder 
Atlantic black drum 

Orange cup coral
Mutton snapper
Gulf gag grouper
FKNMS zoning
Lionfish
Permanent trap marking  
Gulf gray triggerfish  
Mackerel and cobia 
Yellowtail snapper 
Game fish and sport fish 
Red snapper 
Speckled hind and warsaw     

grouper 

Hogfish 
Blueline tilefish 
Sea cucumber/unregulated 

conchs 
State Acropora protection 
Marbled grouper
Trap line marking
Venting/decompression   

tools
Lobster rule Issues
Consistency for South 

Florida regulations 
Stone crab

Goliath grouper
Snook
68-B rule cleanup 
Biscayne National Park
Species removed from     

federal FMPs

Blue = Federal Issue
= Carryover
= New

2013 – 2014 Workplan Items
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Presentation Notes
Just an idea of what a workplan looks like.



Rulemaking Overview
 Process:
 Workshops
 Review and Discussion (sometimes) – Commission 

Meeting
 Draft rule hearing – Commission Meeting
 Final public hearing – Commission Meeting

 Timeline (from point when staff begin work):
 Minimum 6 months, 
 Average is 1 year from start date. 
 Can be longer, depending on the issue



Workshops and 
Review and Discussion

 Workshops
 Conducted by staff
 Gather input from stakeholders on the issue
 Usually statewide, but may be regional based on the 

issue

 Review and Discussion
 Presentation outlining issues and management 

options the Commission they may wish to consider
 Opportunity for the Commission to provide staff 

direction on the topic



 Held at regularly scheduled Commission Meetings
1. Draft Rule Hearing: If directed towards 

rulemaking during review and discussion, a 
draft rule is proposed

2. Final Public Hearing: If directed, a final                                        
hearing held at                                             
subsequent meeting

Draft and Final Public Hearings



 Average of 1 year for rulemaking process

 Work off annual workplan, so add additional year to get 
on the workplan

 FWRI averages about 4 full stock assessments per year

 Typically allow 3 – 4 years between assessments for 
closely monitored species

 FWRI also produces annual status and trends report for 
136 marine species or groups

Summary of Timelines
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Presentation Notes
Within FWC, marine stock assessment efforts are coordinated within the Division of Marine Fisheries Management workplan process.  Due to the large data requirements for most species for which full stock assessments are conducted, only about 4 per year, on average, are completed.  However, FWC staff work with regional fishery management councils and commissions to cooperatively complete a number of other assessments.  For example, mutton snapper and black grouper are identified on this years marine fisheries workplan as candidates for the SEDAR process.   In addition to these detailed assessments, the Fish and Wildlife Research Institute (FWRI) produces a more general assessment of the status of 136 marine species or groups on an annual basis using a combination of commercial landings rates, recreational total-catch rates, and fishery-independent abundance indices.



Joint Council Committee on 
South Florida Management

 A joint committee between the FWC, SAFMC, and GMFMC 
formed because of uniqueness of south Florida issues

 One goal is to streamline management of important South 
Florida species

 Also discuss important south Florida issues



Backup Slides



Stock Management
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 Assessments take into 
account:
 Reproduction
 Growth 
 Mortality

 Complex assessment models 
used to determine the stock 
status relative to FWC’s 
management goals

 DMFM uses assessment to                                 
determine if management                           
changes are warranted



Marine Life Fishery
 Includes all tropical ornamental fish 
 angelfish, parrotfish, porkfish, etc.

 Also includes several invertebrates:
 Anemones, octocorals, sea fans, sponges, urchins, etc.

Regulations:
– All stony corals, longspine sea urchin, cushion sea star, and 

giant sea anemone prohibited 
– All marine life species must be landed alive in livewell
– Recreational bag limit: 20 total, only 5 of any one species
– Commercial bag and size limits vary by species

– Commercial fishery is limited access: only about 140 
licensed fishermen allowed to commercially harvest. No 
new licenses issued.

– Status and Trends reports published to monitor 
sustainability of each taxa and identify red flags



Trap Fisheries
 Direct management of fishery, indirect effect on 

habitat
 Spiny lobster, stone crab, blue crab
 On passive trap reduction schedules
 Less traps in water over time

 Fish traps are prohibited in state and federal 
waters of the SEFCRI region, except pinfish traps
 Bycatch
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